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the offenbach xp890 has exactly the same features as the op-900, but boasts a lower price and an even better reputation. offenbachs buyer guides arent particularly intimidating, and this is the quietest radio that offenbachs offered with the exception of the handhelds. the offenbach op-900 was one of the first radios with the
desirable push-button controls, and with the 7800, offenbachs still offers those controls for a lower price. with the audio controls centralized, i imagine this radio will become one of the most popular models on the market, and my strong suspicion is that it will become an icon. its a fine choice for the budget conscious, and if it should
happen to break, a superb owner will receive a terrific secondhand bargain. theres no reason to spend more money here. there are lots of small, light-weight portable transceivers on the market, and many of them will fit your budget. the hesitation intertronics pb3 is a solid choice, and the handhelds hesitation intertronics, pinned
and heka, are very well liked. the texas instruments svf210 is a well-regarded radio, and many icf equipment dealers like icom. icoms 6-channel model ( icc-icm43xx43 ), is being offered by dealers in the united states for $289.99, and in australia for $450-500. neither the hesitation intertronics pb3 nor the icf-icm43xx43 are on this

list, as they arent the best performers, and theyre not inexpensive. most of these transceivers are designed for the amateur radio market, and most are available with accessories, such as antennas. some have push-button controls, but the pb3 and the others have rotary controls.
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for under $30, you get a quality radio with access to a decent range of frequencies. youll notice, however, that when going down in price youll sacrifice ssb mode, fine tuning and access to a lot of frequencies in between long wave, medium wave, short wave and vhf. on shortwave, the elite mini only reaches from 5.9mhz to 18mhz.
you wont be able to listen to anything from 18mhz to 87mhz. the pl-380 also makes vhf radio tuning a breeze: just push the vfo (variable frequency oscillator) button on the top and select the band with which you want to tune. when it is set to narrow-band (0.5khz) it will save time since it will only hold one frequency. also, the vfo
takes part in the normal frequency sweep, so you can select up to 3 different frequencies and see the signal strengths of each at once. yes, and thats what we're talking about here. its not cheap, but its a receiver with a wide variety of reception modes and the potential to work on 30-plus stations simultaneously on one band. you
want 1166, right? the kenwood ts-450 is a solid receiver in the 2m and 70cm band. the thing is a simple to operate and the display is both clear and legible. 2011 has been a slow year for shortwave. in the last few days, we've heard hammarlund silverlink lc-3s and lwfm-t 5ghz fm. unfortunately, the latter has had some rf issues,

which has kept us from reviewing them. like any other radio in the market, the yaesu r-5 is said to be clear and sensitive. for $100, it offers a huge range of features. one of the most popular receivers in the world is the grundig g5. this is the world renowned and robust shortwave receiver. reviewing the grundig g5 for the first time, i
was surprised by how easy it was to use. all of the standard functions of am, fm, cw and ssb were accessible. 5ec8ef588b
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